Robots from ABB are found in the world’s greatest car factories

Car manufacturers need production lines with higher flexibility and efficiency with uncompromising safety and quality. The automotive manufacturing systems and series from ABB provide a one-stop-shop of uniquely integrated solutions.
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ABB offers innovative smart press automation solutions, press machine modification, and function packages and products. ABB focuses on all press application aspects to enhance coordination of the entire production line and enhance production flexibility.
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ABB’s press automation solutions for flexibility and efficiency
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ABB’s assembly and testing solutions
Endless, dexterous precision

Processing small parts requires automated production line with higher precision and flexibility. ABB’s assembly and testing solutions combine this with material handling and inspection applications and are suitable for electronics and aerospace components etc.
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ABB’s intelligent logistics automation
Smart, scalable solutions

ABB offers intelligent logistics solutions that realize fully automated operation of all aspects, including warehousing, sorting, and distribution, helping you to save warehouse space and enhance logistics efficiency.
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ABB makes all metal fabrication precious
Golden production lines

ABB offers metal fabrication techniques including for example cutting and welding as well as post-processing procedures like assembly, transportation, packaging, and quality testing. ABB strives to create “golden” automation solutions.
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ABB unlocks the future of packaging automation
High flexibility and efficiency

ABB supports applications such as picking, packaging and palletizing, offering tailored packaging solutions with high flexibility and efficiency for various sectors to adapt to rapidly-changing market environments.
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ABB’s welding solutions
Safe, repeatable, accurate

ABB offers welding robots that perform at the highest level, and comprehensive welding solutions, helping you to enhance production efficiency, improve product quality, and raise safety standards. ABB has a tailored solution for your greatest challenges.
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Robots from ABB are found in the world’s best plastic factories

ABB caters for plastics industry robotic solutions that cover a wide variety of applications such as injection molding, blow molding, cutting and polishing, gluing and dispensing. ABB’s flexible solutions can improve quality and productivity in the manufacturing process.
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